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Historical background of the Chinese language  
 
The classification of the different periods differ among scholars, hence the timeline below 
only serves as a general guide.  

 

Old Chinese (上古汉语) approximately 1766 BC – 220 AD 
The earliest known evidences of the Chinese language were the oracle bones and the bronze 
inscriptions of the Shang Dynasty. The language used was the early forms of the Chinese 
language.    
 
Subsequently, the rule of the Western and Eastern Zhou Dynasty saw a flourish of texts 
written, with the Chinese language expanding and becoming more complex in terms of 
grammar, vocabulary, and writing styles. The Chinese were ruled as feudal states by feudal 
lords, with each state having its own set of laws, currency, and native languages that are 
mutually intelligible or unintelligible at this time. Hence, the common language present was 
actually the more refined writings system used by the nobles.     
 

After unifying China, Qin Shi Huang (秦始皇)’s advisor Li Si (李斯) developed a standard script 
for the new country, which was based on the original writing system of the formal Qin feudal 
state. This is the first instant in the history of China, whereby the Chinese language 
undergone standardisation process.  
 
The Han Dynasty saw the entry of Buddhism from India into China with Buddhist scriptures 
being translated into Chinese for propagation purpose. As a result of this, the written 
language in translated Buddhist scriptures was more similar to the spoken language as 
compared to the Classical Chinese used by the nobles or scholars. Therefore, Buddhist 
scriptures of that time are a good source for studying the spoken Old Chinese.  

 

Middle Chinese (中古汉语) approximately 220 – 960 AD 

Migration has caused some noble families and many commoners from Central China to settle 
in rural areas such as modern Nanjing, along the coastal areas. It was around this time that 
the common language and the native languages started to merge and evolved.  
 
After the years of strife that took place with the fall of the Han Dynasty, the Sui Dynasty was 

established, with a new examination system for the bureaucratic government, the Ke Ju (科
举).  This system of recruiting the brightest scholars into the court remains in use until the 

early 1900s.  
 
The examination system requires young scholars to take a series of written examinations that 
tested on their writing skills such as composing poems. Hence, the scholars are required to be 

familiar with the phonology of the Chinese language, and the book Qie Yun (切韵) by Lu Fa 

Yan (陸法言) became the accepted textbook for this purpose.  

 

Early Modern Chinese (现代汉语初期) approximately 960 – 1900 AD 

After the fall of the Sui, Tang and Song Dynasty, China was ruled by the Yuan Dynasty whose 
rulers were the Mongolians, a group of nomadic tribes who had grown strong over the years in 
the plateau north of Central China. The last dynasty in China, the Qing Dynasty rulers were 
also Manchurians who came from beyond the frontiers. 
 
As a result of their rules, the language of China became mixed with the Northern languages of 

the nomadic people outside Central China. This resulted in an absence of the stop endings (入
声) in the phonetic system of Northern China dialects, while Southern China continued to do 
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so. Two particular important texts for studying the evolution of the language in Northern 

China are 《中原音韵》 and 《洪武正韵》.   

 
Serious language planning at the national level only started to take place in the late 19th 
century. In an attempt to modernise China, a national language was proposed. It was also at 
this time that a phonetic-spelling system was proposed as an alternative to the character-
based script.    

 

Modern Chinese (现代汉语) approximately 1900 – present 

With the founding of the Republic of China, the official pronunciation of more than 6500 

characters and the phonetic system (注音字母) was finally announced. However, the problem 

of the stop endings in the Northern and Southern dialects continue to hamper the movement.  
 
In order to improve on the standardisation process, the government continues its effort till 

today. The standard Mandarin or Putonghua (普通话) was proposed finally, based on the 

pronunciation of the Beijing dialect, the grammar of the Northern China dialects, and the 
vocabulary of vernacular literature.  
 
Modern Chinese prounciation 
Within China itself, there are countless dialects which her people use in their daily 
communication. These dialects tend to be mutually unintelligible as the years of isolation or 
interactions with different social groups have made each dialects evolve slightly or drastically 
over the long years of Chinese civilisation.  
 
In order to standardise the prounciation and hence achieve a common language or national 

language (国语) in China, Mandarin was aggressively pushed from all schools and media to 
encourage people to use. As a result of this effort, Mandarin is now recognised as the national 
language, while some dialects are in danger of disappearing. 
 
Modern Chinese grammar and lexicon 
The modern Chinese grammar and lexicon were mainly borrowed from the Northern dialects. 

Nowadays we use vernacular language (白话) as our written language. However, before the 

revolution of the Chinese language, the literary language (文言) was the accepted norm for 

writing instead. Vernacular language was looked down upon by the scholars.  
 
The shift from using literary to vernacular language in the writings was due to the fact that 
the literary language contains characteristic of the Old Chinese, and is hence detached from 

the spoken languages. Young educated revolutionaries such as Hu Shi (胡适), Fu Sinian (傅斯
年), Chen Duxiu (陈独秀) promoted the use of the vernacular language instead, and 

revolutionarised the literature culture of China after the 1930s.   
 
Simplification of the Chinese script 
The Chinese script was also viewed as being too complicated to learn and write during this 
time. A national debate was formed, with radical scholars wanting to change the entire 
Chinese script into the phonetic-based system.  
 

However, the Chinese script was simplified instead and was called the simplified Chinese (简
体字) to differentiate it from the traditional Chinese (繁体字). Simplified character forms 

were created by decreasing the number of strokes and simplifying the forms of a sizable 
proportion of traditional Chinese characters. The movement started in the 1950s and 
continues into 2009, with the release of the latest finalised list of 8300 words in 2009. 


